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Abstract
For fuzzy mathematical models using general fuzzy sets rather than fuzzy numbers or fuzzy vectors, operations (ad-
dition and scalar multiplication) and orderings of fuzzy sets are needed, and the concept of fuzzy set-valued convex
mappings is important. In the present paper, fundamental properties of operations, orderings, and fuzzy set-valued
convex mappings for general fuzzy sets are investigated systematically.
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1 Introduction
The concept of fuzzy sets has been primarily introduced for representing sets containing uncertainty or vagueness
by Zadeh [15] as fuzzy set theory. Then, fuzzy set theory has been applied in various areas such as economics, man-
agement science, engineering, optimization theory, operations research, etc.; see, for example, [9, 14] and references
therein. Fuzzy numbers and fuzzy vectors are often used in applications. A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set on R with
some restrictions, and is interpreted as the fuzzy set of real numbers around some real number. A fuzzy vector is a
fuzzy set on Rn with some restrictions, and is interpreted as the fuzzy set of vectors around some vector. The usual
restrictions are support boundedness, closedness, convexity, and normality; see, for example, [1, 3, 6, 8, 11, 12]. In
many fuzzy mathematical models using fuzzy numbers or fuzzy vectors, operations (addition and scalar multiplica-
tion) of fuzzy numbers or fuzzy vectors are deﬁned by Zadeh’s extension principle, and orderings of fuzzy numbers
or fuzzy vectors are used. See [2, 6] for Zadeh’s extension principle, and [1, 3, 6, 8, 11, 12] for orderings of fuzzy
numbers or fuzzy vectors. For such fuzzy mathematical models, the concept of fuzzy set-valued convex mappings is
important. See, for example, [5, 6] for fuzzy set-valued convex mappings. In [5, 6], only fuzzy numbers are dealt with
for fuzzy set-valued mappings. On the other hand, general fuzzy sets seem to be much more suitable for modeling
real-world problems rather than fuzzy numbers or fuzzy vectors in many cases.
In the present paper, fundamental properties of operations (addition and scalar multiplication), orderings, and fuzzy
set-valued convex mappings for general fuzzy sets are investigated systematically.
The remainder of the present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some notations and auxiliary results are
presented. In Section 3, we investigate fundamental properties of operations and orderings for crisp sets, and crisp
set-valued convex mappings. In Section 4, operations of fuzzy sets are deﬁned, and their properties are investigated.
In Section 5, the (strict) fuzzy max order of fuzzy sets is deﬁned, and its properties are investigated. In Section 6, the
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deﬁnition of fuzzy set-valued convex mappings is presented, and its properties are investigated. Finally, conclusions
are presented in Section 7.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, some notations and auxiliary results are presented.
For a;b ∈ R, we set [a;b] = {x ∈ R : a ≤ x ≤ b};[a;b[= {x ∈ R : a ≤ x < b};]a;b] = {x ∈ R : a < x ≤ b}, and ]a;b[=
{x∈R:a<x<b}. Let N be the set of all natural numbers. We set Rn
+ ={x∈Rn :x≥0} and Rn
− ={x∈Rn :x≤0}.
For S ⊂ Rn, we denote the interior of S by int(S). Let C(Rn), BC(Rn), K (Rn), and BCK (Rn) be sets of all
closed, compact, convex, and compact convex subsets of Rn, respectively.
For the notational convenience, we identify a fuzzy set   s on Rn with its membership function   s : Rn → [0;1]. Let
F(Rn) be the set of all fuzzy sets on Rn, and let   / 0;  Rn ∈ F(Rn) be fuzzy sets deﬁned as   / 0(x) = 0 and   Rn(x) = 1 for
each x ∈ Rn.
For   s ∈ F(Rn) and a ∈]0;1], the set [  s]a = {x ∈ Rn :   s(x) ≥ a} is called the a-level set of   s.
For   s ∈ F(Rn), the set supp(  s) = {x ∈ Rn :   s(x) > 0} is called the support of   s, and hgt(  s) = supx∈Rn   s(x) is called the
height of   s. The fuzzy set   s is said to be normal if hgt(  s) = 1.
For a crisp set S ⊂ Rn, a function cS : Rn → {0;1} deﬁned as cS(x) = 1 if x ∈ S, and cS(x) = 0 if x = ∈ S for each x ∈ Rn
is called the indicator function of S. For 0 ∈ Rn, we set   0 = c{0} ∈ F(Rn).
A fuzzy set   s ∈ F(Rn) can be represented as
  s = sup
a∈]0;1]
ac[  s]a; (2.1)
which is well-known as the decomposition theorem; see, for example, [2].
A fuzzy set   s ∈ F(Rn) is said to be closed if   s is an upper semicontinuous function, and   s is closed if and only if
[  s]a ∈ C(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1].
A fuzzy set   s ∈ F(Rn) is said to be convex if   s(lx+(1−l)y) ≥ min{  s(x);  s(y)} for any x;y ∈ Rn and any l ∈ [0;1].
That is,   s ∈ F(Rn) is said to be convex if   s is a quasiconcave function, and   s is convex if and only if [  s]a ∈ K (Rn)
for any a ∈]0;1].
A fuzzy set   s ∈ F(Rn) is said to be compact if [  s]a ∈ BC(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1].
Let   s ∈ F(Rn). If   s is support bounded and closed, then   s is compact. Note that   s is not always support bounded even
if   s is compact.
Let FC(Rn), FBC(Rn), FK (Rn), and FBCK (Rn) be sets of all closed, compact, convex, and compact convex
fuzzy sets on Rn, respectively.
We set
S(Rn) = {{Sa}a∈]0;1] : Sa ⊂ Rn;a ∈]0;1]; and Sb ⊃ Sg for b;g ∈]0;1] with b < g}; (2.2)
and deﬁne M : S(Rn) → F(Rn) as
M({Sa}a∈]0;1]) = sup
a∈]0;1]
acSa (2.3)
for each {Sa}a∈]0;1] ∈ S(Rn). For {Sa}a∈]0;1] ∈ S(Rn) and x ∈ Rn, it follows that M({Sa}a∈]0;1])(x) = supa∈]0;1]
acSa(x) = sup{a ∈]0;1] : x ∈ Sa}, where sup / 0 = 0. The decomposition theorem (2.1) can be represented as   s =
M({[  s]a}a∈]0;1]) for   s ∈ F(Rn).
When   s = M({Sa}a∈]0;1]) for   s ∈ F(Rn) and {Sa}a∈]0;1] ∈ S(Rn),   s is called the fuzzy set generated by {Sa}a∈]0;1],
and {Sa}a∈]0;1] is called the generator of   s.
The following proposition shows a relationship between the inclusion relation of two generators of two fuzzy sets and
the inclusion relation of the two fuzzy sets.
Proposition 2.1. [7] Let {Sa}a∈]0;1];{Ta}a∈]0;1] ∈ S(Rn). If Sa ⊂ Ta for any a ∈]0;1], then M({Sa}a∈]0;1]) ≤
M({Ta}a∈]0;1]).
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The following proposition shows a relationship between a generator of a fuzzy set and level sets of the fuzzy set.
Proposition 2.2. [7] Let {Sa}a∈]0;1] ∈ S(Rn), and let   s = M({Sa}a∈]0;1]). Then, [  s]a =
∩
b∈]0;a[Sb for a ∈]0;1].
3 Fundamental properties of crisp sets
In this section, we investigate fundamental properties of operations and orderings for crisp sets, and crisp set-
valued convex mappings in order to consider fuzziﬁed ones of them based on level sets of fuzzy sets.
3.1 Operations of crisp sets
For A;B ⊂ Rn and l ∈ R, we deﬁne A+B, lA ⊂ Rn as A+B = {x+y : x ∈ A;y ∈ B} and lA = {lx : x ∈ A}.
The following proposition shows fundamental properties of addition and scalar multiplication for crisp sets. It can be
shown by fundamental methods of set theory.
Proposition 3.1. [13] Let A;B;C ⊂ Rn, and let l;m ∈ R.
(i) A+B = B+A.
(ii) (A+B)+C = A+(B+C).
(iii) {0}+A = A.
(iv) There does not always exist D ⊂ Rn such that A+D = {0}.
(v) It does not always hold that (l +m)A = lA+mA.
(vi) l(A+B) = lA+lB.
(vii) (lm)A = l(mA).
(viii) 1A = A.
(ix) A ∈ K (Rn);l ∈ [0;1] ⇒ A = lA+(1−l)A.
(x) A;B ∈ K (Rn) ⇒ A+B ∈ K (Rn).
(xi) A;B ∈ BC(Rn) ⇒ A+B ∈ BC(Rn).
(xii) A ∈ BC(Rn);B ∈ C(Rn) ⇒ A+B ∈ C(Rn).
(xiii) It does not always hold that A+B ∈ C(Rn) even if A;B ∈ C(Rn).
(xiv) A ∈ K (Rn) ⇒ lA ∈ K (Rn).
(xv) A ∈ C(Rn) ⇒ lA ∈ C(Rn).
(xvi) A ∈ BC(Rn) ⇒ lA ∈ BC(Rn).
3.2 Ordering of crisp sets
We deﬁne orders on 2Rn
.
Deﬁnition 3.1. [8, 10, 11] Let A;B ⊂ Rn.
(i) We write A ≤ B or B ≥ A if B ⊂ A+Rn
+ and A ⊂ B+Rn
−.
(ii) We write A < B or B > A if B ⊂ A+int(Rn
+) and A ⊂ B+int(Rn
−).
Let A;B ⊂ Rn. B ⊂ A+Rn
+ if and only if for any y ∈ B, there exists x ∈ A such that x ≤ y. A ⊂ B+Rn
− if and only if
for any x ∈ A, there exists y ∈ B such that x ≤ y. B ⊂ A+int(Rn
+) if and only if for any y ∈ B, there exists x ∈ A such
that x < y. A ⊂ B+int(Rn
−) if and only if for any x ∈ A, there exists y ∈ B such that x < y.
The following proposition shows fundamental properties of orderings for crisp sets. It can be shown easily.
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Proposition 3.2. Let A;B;C ⊂ Rn.
(i) A ≤ A.
(ii) A < A and A ̸< A are both possible.
(iii) A ≤ B;B ≤C ⇒ A ≤C.
(iv) A < B;B ≤C ⇒ A <C.
(v) A ≤ B;B <C ⇒ A <C.
(vi) A < B ⇒ A ≤ B.
(vii) It does not always hold that A < B even if A ≤ B.
(viii) A = / 0;B ̸= / 0 ⇒ A ̸≤ B;B ̸≤ A;A ̸< B;B ̸< A.
(ix) / 0 ≤ / 0; / 0 < / 0;Rn ≤ Rn;Rn < Rn.
Proposition 3.2 (i), (iii) show that the order ≤ in Deﬁnition 3.1 is a pseudo order on 2Rn
.
For real numbers a;b ∈ R, if a < b, then a ̸≥ b. However, the similar result does not hold for crisp sets in general. We
consider a condition that A < B implies A ̸≥ B for crisp sets A;B ⊂ Rn.
We present deﬁnitions of some compactness for crisp sets.
Deﬁnition 3.2. [4] Let A ⊂ Rn.
(i) A is called an Rn
+-compact set if A∩(x+Rn
+) ∈ BC(Rn) for any x ∈ A.
(ii) A is called an Rn
−-compact set if A∩(x+Rn
−) ∈ BC(Rn) for any x ∈ A.
The following proposition shows a sufﬁcient condition that A < B implies A ̸≥ B for crisp sets A;B ⊂ Rn.
Proposition 3.3. Let A;B ⊂ Rn. Assume that A is a nonempty Rn
+ or Rn
−-compact set, or that B is a nonempty Rn
+ or
Rn
−-compact set. Then,
A < B ⇒ A ̸≥ B:
Proof. We show only the case that A is a nonempty Rn
+-compact set. The other cases can be shown similarly. Assume
that A < B and A ≥ B. Since A ⊂ B+int(Rn
−) and B ⊂ A+Rn
−, it follows that A ⊂ B+int(Rn
−) ⊂ A+Rn
−+int(Rn
−) =
A+int(Rn
−). Since A is a nonempty Rn
+-compact set, there exists x0 ∈ A such that A∩(x0 +Rn
+) = {x0}; see, for
example, Corollary 2.15 in [4]. Since x0 ∈ A ⊂ A+int(Rn
−), there exists y0 ∈ A such that x0 ∈ y0+int(Rn
−). It follows
that x0 ̸=y0, y0 ∈A, and y0 ∈x0−int(Rn
−)=x0+int(Rn
+)⊂x0+Rn
+, which contradicts that A∩(x0+Rn
+)={x0}.
The following proposition shows relationships between operations and orderings for crisp sets. It can be obtained
from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2.
Proposition 3.4. Let A;B;C;D ⊂ Rn.
(i) A ≤ B ⇒ A+C ≤ B+C.
(ii) A < B ⇒ A+C < B+C.
(iii) A ≤ B;C ≤ D ⇒ A+C ≤ B+D.
(iv) A ≤ B;C < D ⇒ A+C < B+D.
(v) l ≥ 0;A ≤ B ⇒ lA ≤ lB.
(vi) l > 0;A < B ⇒ lA < lB.
(vii) l ≤ 0;A ≤ B ⇒ lA ≥ lB.
(viii) l < 0;A < B ⇒ lA > lB.
(ix) A ≤C;B ≤C;l ∈ [0;1];C ∈ K (Rn) ⇒ lA+(1−l)B ≤C.
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(x) A ≤C;B <C;l ∈ [0;1[;C ∈ K (Rn) ⇒ lA+(1−l)B <C.
(xi) A <C;B <C;l ∈ [0;1];C ∈ K (Rn) ⇒ lA+(1−l)B <C.
(xii)C ≤ A;C ≤ B;l ∈ [0;1];C ∈ K (Rn) ⇒C ≤ lA+(1−l)B.
(xiii) C ≤ A;C < B;l ∈ [0;1[;C ∈ K (Rn) ⇒C < lA+(1−l)B.
(xiv)C < A;C < B;l ∈ [0;1];C ∈ K (Rn) ⇒C < lA+(1−l)B.
3.3 Crisp set-valued convex mapping
A mapping F such that F(x) ⊂ Rm for each x ∈ Rn is called a crisp set-valued mapping from Rn to Rm, and we
denote it by F : Rn ; Rm.
We deﬁne crisp set-valued convex mappings.
Deﬁnition 3.3. Let F : Rn ; Rm.
(i) F is called a crisp set-valued convex mapping if
F(lx+(1−l)y) ≤ lF(x)+(1−l)F(y) (3.4)
for any x;y ∈ Rn and any l ∈]0;1[.
(ii) F is called a crisp set-valued strictly convex mapping if
F(lx+(1−l)y) < lF(x)+(1−l)F(y) (3.5)
for any x;y ∈ Rn;x ̸= y and any l ∈]0;1[.
Let M(Rn ; Rm) be the set of all crisp set-valued mappings from Rn to Rm, and let K M(Rn ; Rm) be the set
of all crisp set-valued convex mappings from Rn to Rm. In addition, let SK M(Rn ; Rm) be the set of all crisp
set-valued strictly convex mappings from Rn to Rm.
A crisp set-valued mapping F ∈ M(Rn ; Rm) is said to be convex-valued if F(x) ∈ K (Rm) for any x ∈ Rn.
For crisp set-valued mappings F, G ∈ M(Rn ;Rm) and l ∈R, we deﬁne F+G, lF ∈ M(Rn ;Rm) as (F+G)(x)
= F(x)+G(x) and (lF)(x) = lF(x) for each x ∈ Rn.
The following three propositions show fundamental properties of crisp set-valued convex mappings.
Proposition 3.5 can be obtained from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2.
Proposition 3.6 can be obtained from Propositions 3.1 and 3.4.
Proposition 3.7 can be shown in the similar way to Proposition 3.6.
Proposition 3.5. Assume that F ∈ M(Rn ; Rm) is convex-valued. Then,
F ∈ SK M(Rn ; Rm) ⇒ F ∈ K M(Rn ; Rm):
Proposition 3.6. (i) F;G ∈ K M(Rn ; Rm) ⇒ F +G ∈ K M(Rn ; Rm).
(ii) F ∈ K M(Rn ; Rm), l ≥ 0 ⇒ lF ∈ K M(Rn ; Rm).
Proposition 3.7. (i) F ∈ SK M(Rn ; Rm), G ∈ K M(Rn ; Rm) ⇒ F +G ∈ SK M(Rn ; Rm).
(ii) F ∈ SK M(Rn ; Rm), l > 0 ⇒ lF ∈ SK M(Rn ; Rm).
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4 Operations of fuzzy set
In this section, operations on F(Rn) are deﬁned, and their properties are investigated.
The following deﬁnitions are addition and scalar multiplication on F(Rn) by Zadeh’s extension principle.
Deﬁnition 4.1. For   a;  b ∈ F(Rn) and l ∈ R, we deﬁne   a+  b;l  a ∈ F(Rn) as
(  a+  b)(x) = sup
x=y+z
min
{
  a(y);  b(z)
}
and (l  a)(x) = sup
x=ly
  a(y) (4.6)
for each x ∈ Rn.
The following proposition shows relationships between operations of fuzzy sets and operations of level sets of the
fuzzy sets.
Proposition 4.1. Let   a;  b ∈ F(Rn), and let l ∈ R. In addition, let a ∈]0;1].
(i) [  a+  b]a ⊃ [  a]a +[  b]a.
(ii)   a ∈ FBC(Rn);  b ∈ FC(Rn) ⇒ [  a+  b]a ⊂ [  a]a +[  b]a.
(iii) [l  a]a ⊃ l[  a]a.
(iv)   a ∈ FBC(Rn) ⇒ [l  a]a ⊂ l[  a]a.
Proof. We show only (i) and (ii). (iii) and (iv) can be shown in the similar ways to (i) and (ii), respectively.
(i) Let x ∈ [  a]a +[  b]a. Then, there exist y0 ∈ [  a]a and z0 ∈ [  b]a such that x = y0+z0. Since   a(y0) ≥ a and   b(z0) ≥ a,
it follows that (  a+  b)(x) = supx=y+zmin
{
  a(y);  b(z)
}
≥ min
{
  a(y0);  b(z0)
}
≥ a. Therefore, we have x ∈ [  a+  b]a.
(ii) Let x ∈ [  a+  b]a. Then, since (  a+  b)(x) = supx=y+zmin
{
  a(y);  b(z)
}
≥ a, it follows that for each k ∈ N, there
exist yk;zk ∈ Rn such that x = yk +zk and   a(yk) > a − a
k ;  b(zk) > a − a
k . Since   a ∈ FBC(Rn), we assume that
there exists y0 ∈ Rn such that yk → y0 without loss of generality. Then, it follows that zk → z0 = x−y0. Since
  a;  b ∈ FC(Rn), it follows that   a(y0) ≥ limsupk→¥   a(yk) ≥ a and   b(z0) ≥ limsupk→¥  b(zk) ≥ a, and that y0 ∈ [  a]a
and z0 ∈ [  b]a. Therefore, we have x = yk +zk → x = y0+z0 ∈ [  a]a +[  b]a.
Example 4.1. We consider   a+  b;2  a ∈ F(R2) for fuzzy sets   a;  b ∈ F(R2) deﬁned as
  a(x;y) = min{max{0;1−|x−1|};max{0;1−|y−1|}};
  b(x;y) = min{max{0;1−|x−2|};max{0;1−|y−2|}}
for each (x;y) ∈ R2. Since [  a]a = [a;2−a]2 ∈ BC(R2) and [  b]a = [1+a;3−a]2 ∈ BC(R2) for each a ∈]0;1], it
follows that   a;  b ∈ FBC(R2). From Proposition 4.1, it follows that [  a+  b]a = [  a]a +[  b]a = [1+2a;5−2a]2 and
[2  a]a = 2[  a]a = [2a;4−2a]2 for each a ∈]0;1]. From the decomposition theorem (2.1), we have
(  a+  b)(x;y) = min
{
max
{
0;1−
|x−3|
2
}
;max
{
0;1−
|y−3|
2
}}
;
(2  a)(x;y) = min
{
max
{
0;1−
|x−2|
2
}
;max
{
0;1−
|y−2|
2
}}
for each (x;y) ∈ R2.
The following proposition shows relationships between operations of fuzzy sets and generators of the fuzzy sets.
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Proposition 4.2. Let {Sa}a∈]0;1];{Ta}a∈]0;1] ∈ S(Rn), and let   a = M({Sa}a∈]0;1]) and   b = M({Ta}a∈]0;1]). In
addition, let l ∈ R.
(i)   a+  b = M({Sa +Ta}a∈]0;1]) = sup
a∈]0;1]
acSa+Ta.
(ii) l  a = M({lSa}a∈]0;1]) = sup
a∈]0;1]
aclSa.
Proof. We show only (i). (ii) can be shown in the similar way to (i). For each a ∈]0;1], it follows that [  a]a =
∩b∈]0;a[Sb ⊃ Sa and [  b]a = ∩b∈]0;a[Tb ⊃ Ta from Proposition 2.2, and that [  a+  b]a ⊃ [  a]a +[  b]a ⊃ Sa +Ta from
Proposition 4.1 (i). Thus, it follows that   a+  b ≥ M({Sa +Ta}a∈]0;1]) from Proposition 2.1 and the decomposition
theorem (2.1). Suppose that there exists x0 ∈ Rn such that (  a+  b)(x0) > M({Sa +Ta}a∈]0;1])(x0). We set g =
M({Sa +Ta}a∈]0;1])(x0). Then, since (  a+  b)(x0) = supx0=y+zmin{  a(y);  b(z)} > g, there exist y0;z0 ∈ Rn such that
x0 = y0+z0 and   a(y0) > g,   b(z0) > g. We set h = min{  a(y0);  b(z0)} > g. It follows that y0 ∈ [  a]h = ∩b∈]0;h[Sb and
z0 ∈ [  b]h = ∩b∈]0;h[Tb from Proposition 2.2, and that x0 = y0 +z0 ∈ Sb +Tb for any b ∈]0;h[. Therefore, we have
g = M({Sa +Ta}a∈]0;1])(x0) = sup{a ∈]0;1] : x0 ∈ Sa +Ta} ≥ h > g, which is a contradiction.
The following proposition shows that the sum of m fuzzy sets based on addition (a binary operation) in Deﬁnition 4.1
coincides with the sum of the m fuzzy sets based on addition (an m-ary operation) by Zadeh’s extension principle.
Proposition 4.3. Let {Sia}a∈]0;1] ∈ S(Rn), i = 1;2;··· ;m, and let   si = M({Sia}a∈]0;1]), i = 1;2;··· ;m. Then,
(···((  s1+  s2)+  s3)···+  sm)(x) = M({S1a +S2a +···+Sma}a∈]0;1])(x)
= sup
x=x1+x2+···+xm
min
i=1;2;···;m
  si(xi)
for each x ∈ Rn.
Proof. The ﬁrst equality follows from Proposition 4.2 (i). Let x ∈ Rn, and we show the second equality. We set b =
supx=x1+x2+···+xm mini=1;2;···;m  si(xi).
First, suppose that b = 0. For any xi ∈ Rn, i = 1;2;··· ;m such that x = x1 +x2 +···+xm, since mini=1;2;···;m  si(xi)
= 0, there exists k ∈ {1;2;··· ;m} such that   sk(xk) = sup{a ∈]0;1] : xk ∈ Ska} = 0, that is, xk = ∈ Ska for any a ∈
]0;1]. Therefore, since x = ∈ S1a +S2a +···+Sma for any a ∈]0;1], we have M({S1a +S2a +···+Sma}a∈]0;1])(x) =
sup{a ∈]0;1] : x ∈ S1a +S2a +···+Sma} = 0.
Next, suppose that b > 0. Fix any e ∈]0;b[. From the deﬁnition of b, there exist x′
i ∈ Rn, i = 1;2;··· ;m such
that x = x′
1+x′
2+···+x′
m and mini=1;2;···;m  si(x′
i) > b −e. Then, mini=1;2;···;m  si(x′
i) ≥ b −e +d for sufﬁciently small
d >0. For each i∈{1;2;··· ;m}, x′
i ∈[  si]b−e+d = ∩g∈]0;b−e+d[Sig ⊂ Si;b−e from Proposition 2.2. Thus, if follows that
x =x′
1+x′
2+···+x′
m ∈S1;b−e +S2;b−e +···+Sm;b−e, andthat M({S1a +S2a +···+Sma}a∈]0;1])(x)= sup{a ∈]0;1]:
x ∈ S1a +S2a +···+Sma} ≥ b by the arbitrariness of e ∈]0;b[. Suppose that M({S1a +S2a +···+Sma}a∈]0;1])(x)
= sup{a ∈]0;1] : x ∈ S1a +S2a +···+Sma} > b. Then, there exists h ∈]b;1] such that x ∈ S1h +S2h +···+Smh,
and there exist x′′
i ∈ Sih, i = 1;2;··· ;m such that x = x′′
1 +x′′
2 +···+x′′
m. Thus, it follows that   si(x′′
i ) = sup{a ∈
]0;1] : x′′
i ∈ Sia} ≥ h for each i ∈ {1;2;··· ;m}. Therefore, we have b = supx=x1+x2+···+xm mini=1;2;···;m  si(xi) ≥
mini=1;2;···;m  si(x′′
i ) ≥ h > b, which is a contradiction.
Considering addition and scalar multiplication in Deﬁnition 4.1, the following proposition shows that F(Rn) is not a
vector space, but F(Rn) has nearly properties of vector spaces.
Proposition 4.4. Let   a;  b;  c ∈ F(Rn), and let l;m ∈ R.
(i)   a+  b =  b+  a.
(ii) (  a+  b)+  c =   a+(  b+  c).
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(iii)   0+  a =   a.
(iv) There does not always exist   d ∈ F(Rn) such that   a+   d =  0.
(v) It does not always hold that (l +m)  a = l  a+m  a.
(vi) l(  a+  b) = l  a+l  b.
(vii) (lm)  a = l(m  a).
(viii) 1  a =   a.
Proof.
(i) From Propositions 3.1 (i), 4.2 (i), and the decomposition theorem (2.1), we have
  a+  b = M
(
{[  a]a +[  b]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{[  b]a +[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
=  b+  a:
(ii) From Propositions 3.1 (ii), 4.2 (i), and the decomposition theorem (2.1), we have
(  a+  b)+  c =
(
M
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
+M
(
{[  b]a}a∈]0;1]
))
+M
(
{[  c]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{[  a]a +[  b]a}a∈]0;1]
)
+M
(
{[  c]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{([  a]a +[  b]a)+[  c]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{[  a]a +([  b]a +[  c]a)}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
+M
(
{[  b]a +[  c]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
+
(
M
(
{[  b]a}a∈]0;1]
)
+M
(
{[  c]a}a∈]0;1]
))
=   a+(  b+  c):
(iii) From Propositions 3.1 (iii), 4.2 (i), and the decomposition theorem (2.1), we have
  0+  a = M({{0}}a∈]0;1])+M
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{{0}+[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
=   a:
(iv) Let a0 = hgt(  a) < 1, and let   d ∈ F(Rn). For any a ∈]a0;1], since [  a]a = / 0, it follows that [  a]a +[  d]a = / 0. From
Proposition 4.2 (i) and the decomposition theorem (2.1), we have
(  a+   d)(0) = M
(
{[  a]a +[  d]a}a∈]0;1]
)
(0) = sup{a ∈]0;1] : 0 ∈ [  a]a +[  d]a} ≤ a0 < 1 =  0(0):
(v) From Proposition 3.1 (v), there exist A ⊂ Rn and l;m ∈ R such that (l + m)A ̸= lA+ mA. We set   a = cA.
From Propositions 2.2, 4.2, and the decomposition theorem (2.1), it follows that [(l +m)  a]a =∩b∈]0;a[(l +m)[  a]b =
(l +m)A and [l  a+m  a]a = ∩b∈]0;a[(l[  a]b +m[  a]b) = lA+mA for any a ∈]0;1]. From the decomposition theorem
(2.1), we have (l +m)  a = c(l+m)A ̸= clA+mA = l  a+m  a.
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(vi) From Propositions 3.1 (vi), 4.2, and the decomposition theorem (2.1), we have
l(  a+  b) = l
(
M
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
+M
(
{[  b]a}a∈]0;1]
))
= lM
(
{[  a]a +[  b]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{l([  a]a +[  b]a)}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{l[  a]a +l[  b]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{l[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
+M
(
{l[  b]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= lM
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
+lM
(
{[  b]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= l  a+l  b:
(vii) From Propositions 3.1 (vii), 4.2 (ii), and the decomposition theorem (2.1), we have
(lm)  a = (lm)M
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{(lm)[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{l(m[  a]a)}a∈]0;1]
)
= lM
(
{m[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= l
(
mM
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
))
= l(m  a):
(viii) From Propositions 3.1 (viii), 4.2 (ii), and the decomposition theorem (2.1), we have
1  a = 1M
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{1[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
=   a:
The following proposition shows a sufﬁcient condition to hold the property in Proposition 4.4 (v).
Proposition 4.5.   a ∈ FK (Rn);l ∈ [0;1] ⇒   a = l  a+(1−l)  a.
Proof. From Propositions 3.1 (ix), 4.2, and the decomposition theorem (2.1), we have
  a = M
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{l[  a]a +(1−l)[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= M
(
{l[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
+M
(
{(1−l)[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= lM
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
+(1−l)M
(
{[  a]a}a∈]0;1]
)
= l  a+(1−l)  a:
The following proposition shows a property of addition and scalar multiplication on F(Rn) in some special case.
Proposition 4.6.   a;  b ∈ F(Rn);hgt(  a) = hgt(  b) ⇒ 1·  a+0·  b =   a.
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Proof. Let a0 = hgt(  a) = hgt(  b).
First, suppose that a0 = 0. Then, since   a(x) =   b(x) = 0 for any x ∈ Rn, it follows that [  a]a = [  b]a = / 0 for any
a ∈]0;1], and that 1·[  a]a +0·[  b]a = / 0 for any a ∈]0;1]. Since (1·  a+0·  b)(x) = 0 for any x ∈ Rn from Proposition
4.2 and the decomposition theorem (2.1), we have 1·  a+0·  b =   a.
Next, suppose that a0 > 0. For each a ∈]0;a0[, since [  a]a ̸= / 0 and [  b]a ̸= / 0, it follows that 1·[  a]a +0·[  b]a = [  a]a.
For each a ∈]a0;1], since [  a]a = / 0 and [  b]a = / 0, it follows that 1·[  a]a +0·[  b]a = / 0. Furthermore, it follows that
1·[  a]a0 +0·[  b]a0 = [  a]a0 if [  a]a0 ̸= / 0 and [  b]a0 ̸= / 0, and that 1·[  a]a0 +0·[  b]a0 = / 0 if [  a]a0 = / 0 or [  b]a0 = / 0. From
Propositions 2.2, 4.2, and the decomposition theorem (2.1), it follows that
[
1·  a+0·  b
]
a
= ∩b∈]0;a[[  a]b = [  a]a for
any a ∈]0;a0], and that
[
1·  a+0·  b
]
a
= / 0 = [  a]a for any a ∈]a0;1]. Therefore, we have 1·   a+0·  b =   a from the
decomposition theorem (2.1).
The following proposition shows properties of the convexity, closedness, and compactness with respect to addition
and scalar multiplication of fuzzy sets.
Proposition 4.7. Let   a;  b ∈ F(Rn), and let l ∈ R.
(i)   a;  b ∈ FK (Rn) ⇒   a+  b ∈ FK (Rn).
(ii)   a;  b ∈ FBC(Rn) ⇒   a+  b ∈ FBC(Rn).
(iii)   a ∈ FBC(Rn);  b ∈ FC(Rn) ⇒   a+  b ∈ FC(Rn).
(iv) It does not always hold that   a+  b ∈ FC(Rn) even if   a;  b ∈ FC(Rn).
(v)   a ∈ FK (Rn) ⇒ l  a ∈ FK (Rn).
(vi)   a ∈ FC(Rn) ⇒ l  a ∈ FC(Rn).
(vii)   a ∈ FBC(Rn) ⇒ l  a ∈ FBC(Rn).
Proof. (i) Since   a;  b ∈ FK (Rn), it follows that [  a]a;[  b]a ∈ K (Rn) for any a ∈]0;1], and that [  a]a +[  b]a ∈ K (Rn)
for any a ∈]0;1] from Proposition 3.1 (x). From Propositions 2.2, 4.2 (i), and the decomposition theorem (2.1), it
follows that [  a+  b]a = ∩b∈]0;a[
(
[  a]b +[  b]b
)
∈ K (Rn) for any a ∈]0;1]. Therefore, we have   a+  b ∈ FK (Rn).
(ii) Since   a;  b ∈ FBC(Rn), it follows that [  a]a;[  b]a ∈ BC(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1], and that [  a]a +[  b]a ∈ BC(Rn)
for any a ∈]0;1] from Proposition 3.1 (xi). From Propositions 2.2, 4.2 (i), and the decomposition theorem (2.1), it
follows that [  a+  b]a = ∩b∈]0;a[
(
[  a]b +[  b]b
)
∈ BC(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1]. Therefore, we have   a+  b ∈ FBC(Rn).
(iii) Since   a ∈ FBC(Rn) and   b ∈ FC(Rn), it follows that [  a]a ∈ BC(Rn) and [  b]a ∈ C(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1],
and that [  a]a +[  b]a ∈ C(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1] from Proposition 3.1 (xii). From Propositions 2.2, 4.2 (i), and the
decomposition theorem (2.1), it follows that [  a+  b]a = ∩b∈]0;a[
(
[  a]b +[  b]b
)
∈ C(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1]. Therefore,
we have   a+  b ∈ FC(Rn).
(iv) From Proposition 3.1 (xiii), there exist A;B ∈ C(Rn) such that A+B = ∈ C(Rn). We set   a = cA and   b = cB. Then,
since [  a]a = A and [  b]a = B for any a ∈]0;1], it follows that   a;  b ∈ FC(Rn). From Propositions 2.2, 4.2 (i), and
the decomposition theorem (2.1), it follows that [  a+  b]a = ∩b∈]0;a[([  a]b +[  b]b) = A+B = ∈ C(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1].
Therefore, we have   a+  b = ∈ FC(Rn).
(v) Since   a ∈ FK (Rn), it follows that [  a]a ∈ K (Rn) for any a ∈]0;1], and that l[  a]a ∈ K (Rn) for any a ∈]0;1]
from Proposition 3.1 (xiv). From Propositions 2.2, 4.2 (ii), and the decomposition theorem (2.1), it follows that
[l  a]a = ∩b∈]0;a[l[  a]b ∈ K (Rn) for any a ∈]0;1]. Therefore, we have l  a ∈ FK (Rn).
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(vi) Since   a ∈ FC(Rn), it follows that [  a]a ∈ C(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1], and that l[  a]a ∈ C(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1]
from Proposition 3.1 (xv). From Propositions 2.2, 4.2 (ii), and the decomposition theorem (2.1), it follows that
[l  a]a = ∩b∈]0;a[l[  a]b ∈ C(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1]. Therefore, we have l  a ∈ FC(Rn).
(vii) Since   a ∈ FBC(Rn), it follows that [  a]a ∈ BC(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1], and that l[  a]a ∈ BC(Rn) for any
a ∈]0;1] from Proposition 3.1 (xvi). From Propositions 2.2, 4.2 (ii), and the decomposition theorem (2.1), it follows
that [l  a]a = ∩b∈]0;a[l[  a]b ∈ BC(Rn) for any a ∈]0;1]. Therefore, we have l  a ∈ FBC(Rn).
5 Ordering of fuzzy sets
In this section, orders on F(Rn) are deﬁned, and their properties are investigated.
We deﬁne orders on F(Rn) based on orderings of level sets of fuzzy sets.
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let   a;  b ∈ F(Rn).
(i) We write   a ≼  b or   b ≽   a if [  a]a ≤ [  b]a for any a ∈]0;1].
(ii) We write   a ≺  b or   b ≻   a if [  a]a < [  b]a for any a ∈]0;1].
The order ≼ in Deﬁnition 5.1 is an extension of the fuzzy max order for fuzzy numbers. The fuzzy max order for
fuzzy numbers has been primarily deﬁned in [12], and many researchers have dealt with it; see, for example, [6, 9, 14].
Then, the fuzzy max order for fuzzy numbers has been extended for fuzzy vectors in [11], and for fuzzy sets which
are closed, convex, normal, and support bounded in [8]. The orders in Deﬁnition 5.1 are extensions of those in [8, 11]
in the sense that they are orders for general fuzzy sets. Thus, ≼ and ≺ are called the fuzzy max order and the strict
fuzzy max order, respectively.
Example 5.1. Let   a;  b ∈ F(R2) be the fuzzy sets deﬁned in Example 4.1. In addition, consider   c ∈ F(R2) deﬁned as
  c(x;y) = min{max{0;1−|x−2|};max{0;1−|y−1|}}
for each (x;y) ∈ R2. For each a ∈]0;1], it follows that [  a]a +R2
+ = (a;a)+R2
+, [  a]a +int(R2
+) = (a;a)+int(R2
+),
[  b]a +R2
− = (3−a;3−a)+R2
−, [  b]a +int(R2
−) = (3−a;3−a)+int(R2
−), [  c]a +R2
− = (3−a;2−a)+R2
−, and
[  c]a +int(R2
−) = (3−a;2−a)+int(R2
−) from Example 4.1 and the fact [  c]a = [1+a;3−a]×[a;2−a]. For each
a ∈]0;1], since [  b]a ⊂ [  a]a +R2
+, [  a]a ⊂ [  b]a +R2
−, [  b]a ⊂ [  a]a +int(R2
+), [  a]a ⊂ [  b]a +int(R2
−), [  c]a ⊂ [  a]a +R2
+,
[  a]a ⊂[  c]a +R2
−, [  c]a ̸⊂[  a]a +int(R2
+), and [  a]a ̸⊂[  c]a +int(R2
−), it follows that [  a]a ≤[  b]a, [  a]a <[  b]a, [  a]a ≤[  c]a,
and [  a]a ̸< [  c]a. Therefore, we have   a ≼  b,   a ≺  b,   a ≼   c, and   a ̸≺   c.
The following proposition shows fundamental properties of the (strict) fuzzy max order.
Proposition 5.1. Let   a;  b;  c ∈ F(Rn).
(i)   a ≼   a.
(ii)   a ≺   a and   a ̸≺   a are both possible.
(iii)   a ≼  b;  b ≼   c ⇒   a ≼   c.
(iv)   a ≺  b;  b ≼   c ⇒   a ≺   c.
(v)   a ≼  b;  b ≺   c ⇒   a ≺   c.
(vi)   a ≺  b ⇒   a ≼  b.
(vii) It does not always hold that   a ≺  b even if   a ≼  b.
(viii)   a =  / 0;  b ̸=  / 0 ⇒   a ̸≼  b;  b ̸≼   a;  a ̸≺  b;  b ̸≺   a.
(ix)   / 0 ≼  / 0;  / 0 ≺  / 0;  Rn ≼   Rn;  Rn ≺   Rn.
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Proof. (i) Since [  a]a ≤ [  a]a for any a ∈]0;1] from Proposition 3.2 (i), we have   a ≼   a.
(ii) From Proposition 3.2 (ii), there exist A;B ⊂ Rn such that A < A and B ̸< B. If we set   a = cA, then we have   a ≺   a
since [  a]a = A for any a ∈]0;1]. If we set   a = cB, then we have   a ̸≺   a since [  a]a = B for any a ∈]0;1].
(iii) Since [  a]a ≤ [  b]a and [  b]a ≤ [  c]a for any a ∈]0;1], it follows that [  a]a ≤ [  c]a for any a ∈]0;1] from Proposition
3.2 (iii). Therefore, we have   a ≼   c.
(iv) Since [  a]a < [  b]a and [  b]a ≤ [  c]a for any a ∈]0;1], it follows that [  a]a < [  c]a for any a ∈]0;1] from Proposition
3.2 (iv). Therefore, we have   a ≺   c.
(v) It can be shown in the similar way to (iv).
(vi) Since [  a]a < [  b]a for any a ∈]0;1], it follows that [  a]a ≤ [  b]a for any a ∈]0;1] from Proposition 3.2 (vi). There-
fore, we have   a ≼  b.
(vii) From Proposition 3.2 (vii), there exist A;B ⊂ Rn such that A ≤ B and A ̸< B. We set   a = cA and   b = cB. Then,
since [  a]a = A ≤ B = [  b]a and [  a]a = A ̸< B = [  b]a for any a ∈]0;1], we have   a ≼  b and   a ̸≺  b.
(viii) Since  b̸=  / 0, there exists x0 ∈Rn such that  b(x0)>0. We set a0 =  b(x0)>0. Then, since [  a]a0 = / 0 and [  b]a0 ̸= / 0,
it follows that [  a]a0 ̸≤ [  b]a0, [  b]a0 ̸≤ [  a]a0, [  a]a0 ̸< [  b]a0, and [  b]a0 ̸< [  a]a0 from Proposition 3.2 (viii). Therefore, we
have   a ̸≼  b,   b ̸≼   a,   a ̸≺  b, and   b ̸≺   a.
(ix) Since [  / 0]a = / 0 and [  Rn]a = Rn for any a ∈]0;1], it follows that [  / 0]a ≤ [  / 0]a, [  / 0]a < [  / 0]a, [  Rn]a ≤ [  Rn]a, and
[  Rn]a <[  Rn]a foranya ∈]0;1]fromProposition3.2(ix). Therefore, wehave  / 0≼  / 0,  / 0≺  / 0,   Rn ≼   Rn, and   Rn ≺   Rn.
Proposition 5.1 (i), (iii) show that the fuzzy max order is a pseudo order on F(Rn).
The following proposition shows a sufﬁcient condition that the relation ≺ implies the relation ̸≽ on F(Rn).
Proposition 5.2. Let   a;  b ∈ F(Rn). Assume that for some a ∈]0;1], [  a]a is a nonempty Rn
+ or Rn
−-compact set, or
[  b]a is a nonempty Rn
+ or Rn
−-compact set. Then,
  a ≺  b ⇒   a ̸≽  b:
Proof. Since [  a]a < [  b]a, it follows that [  a]a ̸≥ [  b]a from Proposition 3.3. Therefore, we have   a ̸≽  b.
The following two propositions show relationships between addition of fuzzy sets and the (strict) fuzzy max order.
Proposition 5.3. Assume that   a;  b ∈ FBC(Rn) and   c ∈ FC(Rn), or that   a;  b ∈ FC(Rn) and   c ∈ FBC(Rn).
(i)   a ≼  b ⇒   a+  c ≼  b+  c.
(ii)   a ≺  b ⇒   a+  c ≺  b+  c.
Proof. We show only (i). (ii) can be shown in the similar way to (i). Since [  a]a ≤ [  b]a for any a ∈]0;1], it follows
that [  a]a +[  c]a ≤ [  b]a +[  c]a for any a ∈]0;1] from Proposition 3.4 (i), and that [  a+  c]a ≤ [  b+  c]a for any a ∈]0;1]
from Proposition 4.1 (i), (ii). Therefore, we have   a+  c ≼  b+  c.
Proposition 5.4. Let   a;  b;  c;   d ∈ FC(Rn). Assume that   a;  b ∈ FBC(Rn) or   b;  c ∈ FBC(Rn) or   c;   d ∈ FBC(Rn)
or   d;  a ∈ FBC(Rn).
(i)   a ≼  b;  c ≼   d ⇒   a+  c ≼  b+   d.
(ii)   a ≼  b;  c ≺   d ⇒   a+  c ≺  b+   d.
Proof. We show only (i). (ii) can be shown in the similar way to (i). Since [  a]a ≤ [  b]a and [  c]a ≤ [  d]a for any
a ∈]0;1], it follows that [  a+  c]a = [  a]a +[  c]a ≤ [  b]a +[  d]a = [  b+   d]a for any a ∈]0;1] from Propositions 3.4 (iii)
and 4.1 (i), (ii). Therefore, we have   a+  c ≼  b+   d.
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The following proposition shows relationships between scalar multiplication of fuzzy sets and the (strict) fuzzy max
order.
Proposition 5.5. Let   a;  b ∈ FBC(Rn).
(i) l ≥ 0;  a ≼  b ⇒ l  a ≼ l  b.
(ii) l > 0;  a ≺  b ⇒ l  a ≺ l  b.
(iii) l ≤ 0;  a ≼  b ⇒ l  a ≽ l  b.
(iv) l < 0;  a ≺  b ⇒ l  a ≻ l  b.
Proof. We show only (i). (ii)–(iv) can be shown in the similar way to (i). Since [  a]a ≤ [  b]a for any a ∈]0;1], it
follows that l[  a]a ≤ l[  b]a for any a ∈]0;1] from Proposition 3.4 (v), and that [l  a]a ≤ [l  b]a for any a ∈]0;1] from
Proposition 4.1 (iii), (iv). Therefore, we have l  a ≼ l  b.
The following proposition shows relationships between operations of fuzzy sets and the (strict) fuzzy max order.
Proposition 5.6. Let   a;  b ∈ FBC(Rn), and let   c ∈ FBCK (Rn).
(i)   a ≼   c;  b ≼   c;l ∈ [0;1] ⇒ l  a+(1−l)  b ≼   c.
(ii)   a ≼   c;  b ≺   c;l ∈ [0;1[⇒ l  a+(1−l)  b ≺   c.
(iii)   a ≺   c;  b ≺   c;l ∈ [0;1] ⇒ l  a+(1−l)  b ≺   c.
(iv)   c ≼   a;  c ≼  b;l ∈ [0;1] ⇒   c ≼ l  a+(1−l)  b.
(v)   c ≼   a;  c ≺  b;l ∈ [0;1[⇒   c ≺ l  a+(1−l)  b.
(vi)   c ≺   a;  c ≺  b;l ∈ [0;1] ⇒   c ≺ l  a+(1−l)  b.
Proof. We show only (i). (ii)–(vi) can be shown in the similar way to (i). It follows that l  a ≼ l  c and (1−l)  b ≼
(1−l)  c from Proposition 5.5 (i), and that l  a+(1−l)  b ≼ l  c+(1−l)  c =   c from Propositions 4.5, 4.7 (vii), and
5.4 (i).
6 Fuzzy set-valued convex mapping
In this section, the deﬁnition of fuzzy set-valued convex mappings is presented, and its properties are investigated.
We deﬁne fuzzy set-valued convex mappings.
Deﬁnition 6.1. Let   F : Rn → F(Rm).
(i)   F is called a fuzzy set-valued convex mapping if
  F(lx+(1−l)y) ≼ l   F(x)+(1−l)  F(y) (6.7)
for any x;y ∈ Rn and any l ∈]0;1[.
(ii)   F is called a fuzzy set-valued strictly convex mapping if
  F(lx+(1−l)y) ≺ l   F(x)+(1−l)  F(y) (6.8)
for any x;y ∈ Rn;x ̸= y and any l ∈]0;1[.
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Let FM(Rn → F(Rm)) be the set of all fuzzy set-valued mappings from Rn to F(Rm), and let FK M(Rn →
F(Rm)) be the set of all fuzzy set-valued convex mappings from Rn to F(Rm). In addition, let FSK M(Rn →
F(Rm)) be the set of all fuzzy set-valued strictly convex mappings from Rn to F(Rm).
A fuzzy set-valued mapping   F ∈ FM(Rn → F(Rm)) is said to be convex-valued or compact-valued if   F(x) ∈
FK (Rm) or   F(x) ∈ FBC(Rm) for any x ∈ Rn, respectively.
For   F,   G ∈ FM(Rn → F(Rm)) and l ∈ R, we deﬁne   F +   G, l   F ∈ FM(Rn → F(Rm)) as (  F +   G)(x) =   F(x)+
  G(x) and (l   F)(x) = l   F(x) for each x ∈ Rn.
The following proposition shows a relationship between the strict convexity and the convexity of fuzzy set-valued
mappings.
Proposition 6.1. Assume that   F ∈ FM(Rn → F(Rm)) is convex-valued. Then,
  F ∈ FSK M(Rn → F(Rm)) ⇒   F ∈ FK M(Rn → F(Rm)):
Proof. Let x;y ∈ Rn, and let l ∈]0;1[. First, suppose that x ̸= y. Since   F(lx+(1−l)y) ≺ l   F(x)+(1−l)  F(y),
we have   F(lx+(1−l)y) ≼ l   F(x)+(1−l)  F(y) from Proposition 5.1 (vi). Next, suppose that x = y. Then, we
have   F(lx+(1−l)y) =   F(x) ≼   F(x) = l   F(x)+(1−l)  F(x) = l   F(x)+(1−l)  F(y) from Propositions 4.5 and 5.1
(i).
The following proposition shows relationships between the (strict) convexity of fuzzy set-valued mappings and the
(strict) convexity of crisp set-valued mappings based on level sets of fuzzy sets.
Proposition 6.2. Assume that   F ∈ FM(Rn → F(Rm)) is compact-valued. For each a ∈]0;1], let Fa ∈ M(Rn ;
Rm) be a crisp set-valued mapping deﬁned as Fa(x) = [  F(x)]a for each x ∈ Rn.
(i)   F ∈ FK M(Rn → F(Rm)) ⇔ Fa ∈ K M(Rn ; Rm);a ∈]0;1].
(ii)   F ∈ FSK M(Rn → F(Rm)) ⇔ Fa ∈ SK M(Rn ; Rm);a ∈]0;1].
Proof. (i) Let x;y ∈ Rn, and let l ∈]0;1[. From Propositions 4.1 and 4.7 (vii),   F(lx+(1−l)y) ≼ l   F(x)+(1−
l)  F(y) if and only if [  F(lx+(1−l)y)]a ≤ [l   F(x)+(1−l)  F(y)]a = l[  F(x)]a +(1−l)[  F(y)]a for any a ∈]0;1].
Then, it is equivalent to the inequality Fa(lx+(1−l)y) ≤ lFa(x)+(1−l)Fa(y) for any a ∈]0;1].
(ii)Letx;y∈Rn, x̸=y, andletl ∈]0;1[. FromPropositions4.1and4.7(vii),   F(lx+(1−l)y)≺l   F(x)+(1−l)  F(y)
if and only if [  F(lx+(1−l)y)]a < [l   F(x)+(1−l)  F(y)]a = l[  F(x)]a +(1−l)[  F(y)]a for any a ∈]0;1]. Then,
it is equivalent to the inequality Fa(lx+(1−l)y) < lFa(x)+(1−l)Fa(y) for any a ∈]0;1].
The following proposition shows properties of operations of fuzzy set-valued convex mappings.
Proposition 6.3. Assume that   F;   G ∈ FM(Rn → F(Rm)) are compact-valued.
(i)   F;   G ∈ FK M(Rn → F(Rm)) ⇒   F +   G ∈ FK M(Rn → F(Rm)).
(ii)   F ∈ FK M(Rn → F(Rm));l ≥ 0 ⇒ l   F ∈ FK M(Rn → F(Rm)).
Proof. (i) Let x;y ∈ Rn, and let m ∈]0;1[. Since   F(mx+(1−m)y) ≼ m   F(x)+(1−m)  F(y) and   G(mx+(1−m)y) ≼
m   G(x)+(1−m)  G(y), we have (  F +   G)(mx+(1−m)y) =   F(mx+(1−m)y)+   G(mx+(1−m)y) ≼ m(  F(x)+   G(x))+
(1−m)(  F(y)+   G(y)) = m(  F +   G)(x)+(1−m)(  F +   G)(y) from Propositions 4.4 (i), (ii), (vi), 4.7 (ii), (vii), and 5.4
(i).
(ii) Let x;y ∈ Rn, and let m ∈]0;1[. Since   F(mx+(1−m)y) ≼ m   F(x)+(1−m)  F(y), we have (l   F)(mx+(1−m)y) =
l   F(mx+(1−m)y) ≼ m(l   F(x))+(1−m)(l   F(y)) = m(l   F)(x)+(1−m)(l   F)(y) from Propositions 4.4 (vi), (vii),
4.7 (ii), (vii), and 5.5 (i).
The following proposition shows properties of operations of fuzzy set-valued strictly convex mappings. It can be
shown in the similar way to Proposition 6.3.
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Proposition 6.4. Assume that   F;   G ∈ FM(Rn → F(Rm)) are compact-valued.
(i)   F ∈ FSK M(Rn → F(Rm));   G ∈ FK M(Rn → F(Rm)) ⇒   F +   G ∈ FSK M(Rn → F(Rm)).
(ii)   F ∈ FSK M(Rn → F(Rm));l > 0 ⇒ l   F ∈ FSK M(Rn → F(Rm)).
Example 6.1. We consider   F +   G;2  F ∈ FM(R → F(R2)) for   F;   G ∈ FM(R → F(R2)) deﬁned as
  F(x)(y;z) = min{max{0;1−|y−(x+x2)|};max{0;1−|z−(−x+x2)|}};
  G(x)(y;z) = min{max{0;1−|y−(x+|x|)|};max{0;1−|z−(−x+|x|)|}}
for each x ∈ R and each (y;z) ∈ R2. For each x ∈ R, since [  F(x)]a = [x+x2 −(1−a);x+x2 +(1−a)]×[−x+
x2−(1−a);−x+x2+(1−a)] ∈ BCK (R2) and [  G(x)]a = [x+|x|−(1−a);x+|x|+(1−a)]×[−x+|x|−(1−
a);−x+|x|+(1−a)] ∈ BCK (R2) for each a ∈]0;1], it follows that   F(x);   G(x) ∈ FBCK (R2). Thus,   F and   G
are compact and convex-valued.
Let x ∈ R. From Proposition 4.1, it follows that
[
(  F +   G)(x)
]
a
=
[
  F(x)
]
a
+
[
  G(x)
]
a
=
[
2x+x2+|x|−2(1−a);2x+x2+|x|+2(1−a)
]
×
[
−2x+x2+|x|−2(1−a);−2x+x2+|x|+2(1−a)
]
;
[
(2  F)(x)
]
a
= 2
[
  F(x)
]
a
=
[
2x+2x2−2(1−a);2x+2x2+2(1−a)
]
×
[
−2x+2x2−2(1−a);−2x+2x2+2(1−a)
]
for each a ∈]0;1]. From the decomposition theorem (2.1), we have
(  F +   G)(x)(y;z) = min
{
max
{
0;1−
|y−(2x+x2+|x|)|
2
}
;max
{
0;1−
|z−(−2x+x2+|x|)|
2
}}
;
(2  F)(x)(y;z) = min
{
max
{
0;1−
|y−(2x+2x2)|
2
}
;max
{
0;1−
|z−(−2x+2x2)|
2
}}
for each (y;z) ∈ R2.
Let x1;x2 ∈ R, and let l ∈]0;1[. In addition, let a ∈]0;1]. Then, it follows that
[
  F(lx1+(1−l)x2)
]
a
=
[
lx1+(1−l)x2+(lx1+(1−l)x2)2−(1−a);
lx1+(1−l)x2+(lx1+(1−l)x2)2+(1−a)
]
×
[
−(lx1+(1−l)x2)+(lx1+(1−l)x2)2−(1−a);
−(lx1+(1−l)x2)+(lx1+(1−l)x2)2+(1−a)
]
;
[
  G(lx1+(1−l)x2)
]
a
= [lx1+(1−l)x2+|lx1+(1−l)x2|−(1−a);
lx1+(1−l)x2+|lx1+(1−l)x2|+(1−a)]
×[−(lx1+(1−l)x2)+|lx1+(1−l)x2|−(1−a);
−(lx1+(1−l)x2)+|lx1+(1−l)x2|+(1−a)]:
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From Propositions 4.1 and 4.7 (vii), it follows that
[
l   F(x1)+(1−l)  F(x2)
]
a
= l
[
  F(x1)
]
a
+(1−l)
[
  F(x2)
]
a
=
[
lx1+(1−l)x2+lx2
1+(1−l)x2
2−(1−a);
lx1+(1−l)x2+lx2
1+(1−l)x2
2+(1−a)
]
×
[
−(lx1+(1−l)x2)+lx2
1+(1−l)x2
2−(1−a);
−(lx1+(1−l)x2)+lx2
1+(1−l)x2
2+(1−a)
]
;
[
l   G(x1)+(1−l)  G(x2)
]
a
= l
[
  G(x1)
]
a
+(1−l)
[
  G(x2)
]
a
= [lx1+(1−l)x2+l|x1|+(1−l)|x2|−(1−a);
lx1+(1−l)x2+l|x1|+(1−l)|x2|+(1−a)]
×[−(lx1+(1−l)x2)+l|x1|+(1−l)|x2|−(1−a);
−(lx1+(1−l)x2)+l|x1|+(1−l)|x2|+(1−a)]:
It can be seen easily that [  F(lx1 +(1−l)x2)]a < [l   F(x1)+(1−l)  F(x2)]a if x1 ̸= x2, and that [  G(lx1 +(1−
l)x2)]a ≤ [l   G(x1)+(1−l)  G(x2)]a. When x1;x2 ≥ 0 or x1;x2 ≤ 0, it can be seen that [  G(lx1 +(1−l)x2)]a ̸<
[l   G(x1)+(1−l)  G(x2)]a even if x1 ̸= x2.
For each a ∈]0;1], we deﬁne Fa;Ga ∈ M(R ; R2) as Fa(x) = [  F(x)]a and Ga(x) = [  G(x)]a for each x ∈ R. From
the above discussions, it follows that Fa ∈ SK M(R ; R2), Ga ∈ K M(R ; R2), and Ga = ∈ SK M(R ;
R2) for any a ∈]0;1]. From Proposition 6.2, it follows that   F ∈ FSK M(R → F(R2)),   G ∈ FK M(R →
F(R2)), and   G = ∈ FSK M(R → F(R2)). From Proposition 6.1, it follows that   F ∈ FK M(R → F(R2)).
From Proposition 6.3, it follows that   F +   G;2  F ∈ FK M(R → F(R2)). From Proposition 6.4, it follows that
  F +   G;2  F ∈ FSK M(R → F(R2)).
7 Conclusions
General fuzzy sets seem to be much more suitable for modeling real world-problems rather than fuzzy numbers or
fuzzy vectors. In fuzzy mathematical models using general fuzzy sets, operations (addition and scalar multiplication)
and orderings of fuzzy sets are needed, and the concept of fuzzy set-valued convex mappings is important.
We dealt with general fuzzy sets. First, addition and scalar multiplication of fuzzy sets were deﬁned based on Zadeh’s
extension principle, and their properties were investigated. Next, the (strict) fuzzy max order was deﬁned, and its
properties based on addition and scalar multiplication of fuzzy sets were investigated. Finally, the deﬁnition of fuzzy
set-valued (strictly) convex mappings was presented, and its properties based on addition and scalar multiplication of
fuzzy set-valued mappings were investigated. The obtained results can be expected to be useful for analyzing fuzzy
mathematical models using general fuzzy sets.
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